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solar cell plays an important role for building up surface
potential because it is exposed to space environment and highly
insulative. When a spacecraft suffers onset of substorm, for
instance, the spacecraft potential drops due to electron
bombardment as seen in Fig. 2 [4]. On the surface of the cover
glass, the potential becomes positive because of secondary
electron emission. Then, the cover glass potential becomes
positive relative to that of the spacecraft. When the potential
difference across the cell exceeds discharge threshold, partial
discharge will occur. Therefore, many researches and analyses
have been conducted for estimating surface potential of solar
cells especially for identifying potential differences observed at
cell gap [5,6]. However, researches on charging characteristic
of solar cell cover glass itself are few because radiation
response of surface coating material for optical and thermal
control is unknown. Thus, we are aiming at clarifying the
surface potential characteristics of cover glasses with coating
material after electron irradiation.

Abstract— Surface potential characteristics of electron
irradiated cover glass for spacecraft solar cell is investigated
experimentally in order to know how the surface potential of
cover glass becomes positive when higher flux electron is
irradiated. The electron current density is attenuated by an
aluminum foil placed on the beam line and the distance between
the foil and the sample is changed to clarify the effect of current
density on the surface potential. In the higher current density
case, the surface potential becomes positive after the electron
beam stopped, while in the lower current density case, the
potential remains negative. The current density change affects
the dose rate that results in enhancement of conductivity so
called a radiation induced conductivity (RIC) effect. As a result
of current density variation experiment, it is found that the
conductivity becomes higher when the current density is
increased as a RIC model is indicated.
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I.

INTRODUCTION

Our previous study [7] showed that when a high flux
electron beam is irradiated to a solar cell cover glass, the
surface potential becomes positive after the electron beam
stopped as seen in Fig. 3. On the contrary, the surface potential
of an electron irradiated silica glass without coating remained
negative after the electron beam stopped. It indicates that the
coating material is the cause of the positive potential after
irradiation. Because the ionization energy of metallic atoms
consisting the coating material (typical component is MgF2) is
several eV, the surface potential of cover glass tends to be
positive due to ionization when electron is irradiated. In the
present study, we try to control the electron beam current

Spacecraft are charged under plasma environment and
radiation environment in space, and it may lead failures and
anomalies of spacecraft when discharge on the spacecraft
surface occurs [1]. Statistical analysis of spacecraft failures and
anomalies indicated that half of them were owing to
electrostatic discharge after dielectric breakdown as shown in
Fig. 1 [2]. It is also reported that 38 % of spacecraft anomalies
occurred on solar paddle and power loss due to discharge on
solar cell is a major threat for spacecraft [3]. Cover glass of
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Fig. 2. Spacecraft surface potential after substorm [4]
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III.

A. Electron Beam Current Measurement
Before we begin electron irradiation experiments on cover
glass samples, we need to know the beam current density at the
sample surface location as the aluminum foil location is
changed. We use two aluminum foils so that the current density
becomes less than 1 nA/cm2 which is comparable to the typical
electron current density in low earth orbit (LEO). The electron
energy is 20 keV which is intended for simulating LEO
electron environment. The distance from the sample surface to
the aluminum foil is changed from 120 mm to 200 mm and
obtained current densities are plotted in Fig. 7. The current
density without aluminum foil is also measured and plotted in
Fig. 7. The current density becomes lower as the distance
between the sample and the foil becomes longer and its value is
less than 1 nA/cm2 except the case when there is no foil on the
beam line.

Synthetic quartz glass

CMX 100AR

Fig. 3. Time histories of surface potential after electron irradiation

density by placing a thin aluminum foil on the electron beam
line in order to clarify the effect of the electron beam current
density on the degree of ionization.
II.

RESUTS AND DISCUSSION

EXPERIMENTAL SEUP

B. Surface Potential History
We used CMX100AR® (Qioqtiq) as a sample cover glass.
CMX is a one of cerium doped borosilicate glass which is
typically used as a cover glass for solar cell to protect it from
ultraviolet rays, electron and other radiation. 100 denotes the

Fig. 4 shows the present measurement system configuration.
We use an electrostatic voltmeter (Trek, model341B) to detect
the surface potential and an oscilloscope (Tektronix,
DPO7104) for logging the data. The leakage current is
obtained by a current amplifier (Keithley, 428). Three
dielectric samples are set on the sample holder in a vacuum
chamber and an electron beam is irradiated to the sample. The
electron beam gun (Japan Vieetech, VP-058S) can emit
electron beam with an energy range from 10 keV to 50 keV. To
control the electron flux, an aluminum foil (100 nm thickness)
is placed on the electron beam line as seen in Fig. 5. The
location of the film can be adjusted along the beam line. The
farther the film is placed to the sample, the lower the electron
flux becomes because the beam is much diffused at the sample
location. The electron beam current is measured by a Faraday
cup as seen in Fig. 6. The aperture diameter (30 mm) of the cup
is the same as the sample size. The electron current is detected
by an electrometer (ADCMT 8252) which are able to measure
minimum 30 pA current.

Fig. 5. Aluminum foil on the beam line

Fig. 4. Measurement system
Fig. 6. Faraday cup
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electron beam show little difference as seen in Fig. 8. The
potentials remain negative and never go up to positive. It
means that when the current density is lower, the rate of atomic
ionization inside the coating layer becomes low and thus the
positive potential of ionized atoms has little effect on the
surface potential. We have not investigated in what electron
current density begins to show the positive potential like the
no-aluminum foil case. It should be also tested for the case the
total dose is equalized. In the present test cases, the current
density is varied by placing the aluminum foil in different
position along the beam line and the irradiation time is the
same and thus the total dose differs. In order to show the
difference clearly, the time histories of the current suppressed
cases are plotted in double logarithmic chart as shown in Fig. 9.
The difference can be seen in the initial negative potentials. As
the aluminum foil is placed closely to the sample, the initial
negative potential becomes more negatively because the
current density is higher but the irradiation time is the same for
all the three cases. The rate of negative potential decay is
almost the same for all cases.

Fig. 7. Current density

sample thickness (100 m). AR stands for anti-reflection. The
main component of the AR coating layer is magnesium
fluoride. The electron beam of 20 keV is irradiated for 60 s to
make the cover glass surface charged negatively enough. The
surface potential measurement starts when the electron beam
stopped. The surface potential is recorded for 100 hrs. Fig. 8
no-foilof cover glass with current
shows the surface potential histories
density changed. The vertical axis indicates the negative
potential, while the horizontal axis shows the time after the
electron beam irradiation stopped. The time history for the case
when there is no aluminum is also plotted. In this case, the
potential becomes positive within an hour. A possible scenario
for the positive potential is as follows. (1) During electron
irradiation, the surface potential remains negative because of
the successive electron radiation, and thus the potential goes
down to negative −4,000 V although the ionization of atoms
and the secondary electron emission occur. The ionization
energy of a magnesium atom is 7.6 eV and thus ionization
easily occurs. (2) When the electron irradiation stopped, the
negative potential is rapidly relaxed by polarization current and
potential recovers to neutral state. (3) The ionized atoms,
however, still exist inside the coating layer and their positive
potential is exposed to the surface. The positive potential
becomes maximum around 10 hours and it goes back slowly to
the neutral state (zero potential). In this case, the electron
current is strong enough (16 nA/cm2) that can build up the
positive potential. Then we tested lower current density cases.
Time histories of surface potential in the case of diffused

C. Volume Resistivity
The potential relaxation soon after the electron beam
stopped is owing to the polarization current and the rate of
relaxation can be evaluated as volume resistivity. Then we
used a potential variation model (1) applicable to the variation
of short time duration after the electron beam stop as described
in [8].

V t   V0  r  1   r e t /   



P



where, τp is a decay time constant for potential decrease due to
polarization current.  r represents a relative permittivity when
the sample is fully polarized. In this equation, there are two
parameters for fitting the experimental data. The measured
current density and calculated volume resistivity is summarized
in Table 1. Fig. 10 shows the relation between the volume
resistivity and the current density. The volume resistivity
decreases as the current density increases which means the
conductivity is enhanced due to higher electron flux. The
electron current density can be converted to dose rate as shown

120 mm
with foil (120, 160, 200 mm)
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no-foil

Fig. 8. Surface potential histories

Fig. 9. Surface potential histories
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TABLE I.

CURRENT DENSITY AND VOLUME RESISTIVITY

density is suppressed by the foils, the surface potential of the
cover glass remains negative through the measurement period.
Because the electron density is directly related to the dose rate,
the ionization is also suppressed in the case of lower current
densities. Volume resistivity of the cover glass is also
calculated and it is observed that the lower the current density
is the higher the conductivity becomes as described RIC
model. Although the cover glass coating is utilized for
reflecting unnecessary wavelength range of sun light, it may
cause positive potential relative to the spacecraft base
potential which may induce partial discharge.

Distance from the sample, mm
Non

120

160

200

nA/cm2

16.0

0.275

0.186

0.102

Volume resistivity, m

N/A

1.16×1013

1.46×1013

1.87×1013

Current density,
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Fig. 10. Volume resistivity and current density

in (2)[9] and the dose rate affects the radiation induced
conductivity (RIC) as shown in (3)[10].
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where, D is a dose rate, J b is a current density,  m is a
density, q e is the elementary charge and Eb is electron energy.
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where, g is a radiation induced conductivity, g0 is a
conductivity of a material before irradiation and  is a
parameter which is determined through experiments. These
model equations also indicate that higher electron current
density will cause conductivity enhancement and thus
resistivity decline as observed in our experimental result.
IV.

CONCLUDING REMARKS

The surface potential histories of electron irradiated cover
glass with coating layer are clarified. The electron beam is
diffused by putting aluminum foils on the beam line and the
current density is varied by moving the foils. In the case of nofoil irradiation, the current density is so high that the positive
potential appears after the irradiation stopped because of
intensive ionization of metallic atoms consisting the coating
material during irradiation. On the contrary, when the electron
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